Hi %first_name%% last_name%%,

Manufacturing is being disrupted with the Internet of Things. In order to maintain or gain competitive advantage, industry players are transforming the shop floor, leveraging real-time data and digital dashboards to optimize global operations and improve utilization of assets. In fact, 30 percent of companies are already on the Industry 4.0 journey, and by 2020, $177 billion is expected to be invested in the sector.

With both IoT connections and cyber-attacks on the rise, digital security has become a leading challenge for the manufacturing industry. Trust is required to unlock the full potential of smart manufacturing technology. Gemalto offers a complete package of connectivity and security technology to simplify deployment, ensure trust in connected devices as well as the cloud and to provide security lifecycle management for the long life of equipments. To learn more about the exciting smart manufacturing sector and the Gemalto offer, visit our market overview page here. Or if you’re attending Hannover Messe, come hear Stephane Quetglas, Gemalto’s smart manufacturing expert, speak about "Securing and Protecting Industrial Gateways". You can also contact us today to make an appointment to meet at Hannover Messe. We hope to see you at the show!
Are smart buildings the key to efficiency and sustainability?

People spend about 80% of their time in buildings, which represent one of the largest capital expenses for businesses and individuals alike. The IoT is making buildings smarter by automating and closely managing thermostats, lights and security systems to improve efficiency, comfort and sustainability. Reliable connectivity and trust are the cornerstone of success.

New Cinterion® industrial IoT gateway kicks it up a notch

The Cinterion ELS61T Terminal is expanding industrial IoT connectivity by delivering plug and play LTE Cat 1 with 2G/3G fallback, efficient Power over Ethernet (PoE) and powerful embedded Java processing. It works out of the box to quickly connect industrial applications to the Internet offering pre-approvals, virtually zero design time and minimal integration effort.
6 ways the IoT is transforming healthcare

As the world population increases and ages, healthcare systems are increasingly strained to meet patient needs. From smart pill dispensers to mHealth hubs, IoT technology and strong digital security are helping to shoulder the burden. Discover six ways the IoT is transforming healthcare across the globe.

Read more here.

Telefonica moves its SIM warehouse to a server!

Gemalto works with MNOs worldwide to accelerate IoT applications with the benefits of eSIM technology. In a customer interview with Telefonica, Agustin Macarro describes the advantages of eSIMs for the IoT marketplace including the simplification of logistics, cost savings and the miniaturization of end products.

Watch the video here.

Learn how to start saving today on your IoT rate plan!

The Gemalto IoT Connectivity Smart Saver helps businesses right size their rate plan to quickly improve profitability. Watch our recorded webinar at your convenience and learn how the Software-as-a-Service offer leverages machine-learning and clever bots to monitor individual SIMs and automatically reassign them into the best plans.

Watch the webinar here.

SECTOR speeds product launches with Java embedded

SECTOR, an IoT solution provider, helps customers around the world solve design challenges and bring innovative wireless solutions to market. In this customer success video, Marek Zamarski, describes how Gemalto embedded Java products help customers gain competitive advantage speeding new product launch to as little as three months.

Watch the video here.
Drones are flying high, but are they safe?

Visit the Gemalto Blog to learn the 7 Key Factors for Enabling Trust in the Drone Ecosystem. But we’re not stopping with just drones, 2018 is the year of security for the Internet of Things. And learn more about the IoT Innovators of Tomorrow our winners of the Innovation World Cup!

Meet us @

Schedule an appointment to see Gemalto’s latest innovations at:

- April 23-27, 2018: HANNOVER MESSE Hannover, Germany
  - Register to meet with a Gemalto representative, just follow this link!
  - April 23 at 3:30 PM: Attend the speaking session: “Securing and Protecting Industrial Gateways” lead by Stephane Quetglas, Gemalto’s smart manufacturing expert.

Connect with a local market expert today to determine new strategies to Connect, Secure and Monetize your IoT solutions.